
YOUR ADVENTURE STARTS HERE
Designed for people following a dynamic lifestyle 
to stay connected on-the-go. 

MultiPad Wize 3057 3G
PMT3057_3G_B_CIS

Display Size: 7.0"

Resolution: WSVGA (600 x 1024)

Technology: TN

CPU MTK8312 1.3GHz Dual Core

Memory Built-in: 512 MB RAM + 4 GB eMMC 

Expandable: slot for microSD™ card up 
to 32GB

Power 2500 mAh Lion-Battery

OS Android 4.4 KitKat

Imaging Front: 0.3MP

Rear: -

Network 3G WCDMA: 900/2100MHz

2G GSM: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz

Connectivity BT 4.0, Wi-Fi: 802.11b|g|n

USB: microUSB 2.0

Audio Mic, speakers, 3.5 jack

Built-in devices GPS, FM

Dimensions 188 x 109 x 12.5 mm

Weight 279g (with battery)

In the box USB cable, AC charger
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• LIGHT AND PORTABLE: Lightweight design, ultra-portable format 
and soft-touch finish make it easy to hold and carry with you no 
matter where your journeys take you

• POWERFUL USABILITY: Dual core procesor ensures seamless 
multitasking at lightning-fast speeds and at lower energy. Enjoy 
endless online possibilities that are faster with 3G and Wi-Fi 
connections.

• COLOURFUL DISPLAY: The 7.0” screen with 16M true color and 
600 x 1024 resolution is bright, crisp and comfortable for reading, 
watching movies and surfing the internet. Its colours are rich and 
lively, delivering your content with a more realistic view

• ANDROID EXPERIENCE:  get all the latest features Android has to 
offer you and enjoy access to the official app market with more than 
1.5 mln apps, including the best from Google - Gmail, Drive, Photos 
and many more 

• TRAVEL ASSISTANT: Find the best way to get where you’re going no 
matter where life takes you with precise GPS and Google Maps

• UNLIMITED SPACE: It supports micro SD cards up to 32GB, 
enabling the mobility of media content. Additionally you can take 
advantage of 200GB FREE cloud storage with Prestigio MultiCloud

• VALUE PACK:  carefully selected apps will make your life much 
easier right out of the box! Enjoy ultimate security, optimized speed, 
extended battery life, N1 Office application and much more
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